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In addition “Armenia in Ancient Maps of the World” is a comprehensive reference book, which provides fascinating and informative guide for History of Cartography and mapmakers.

The aim of this atlas is to depict a particular aspect of Armenia and its presence in world maps, when others would have it eradicated from geography and memory. The present volume comprise 4 books in one volume:

BOOK 1: The Text: History of cartography from 600 BC up to 2000 AD.+
BOOK 2: Armenia in maps: This book provides pages from the history of Armenia,
BOOK 3: Armenia wiped of maps: The story of Armenian Genocide.
BOOK 4: Maps Hors Text.
Part 1: Description of maps, such as mapmakers, date and place of origin etc.
Part 2: Quick search for Maps.
Hors Text Maps for 261 maps.
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